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Abstract

Realistic acoustic modeling is essential for spatializing sound in distributed virtual environments where multiple networked users move around and interact visually and aurally in a shared virtual world. Unfortunately, current methods for computing accurate acoustical models are not fast enough for real-time auralization of sounds for simultaneously moving sources and receivers. In this paper, we present three new beam tracing algorithms that greatly accelerate computation of reverberation paths in a distributed virtual environment by taking advantage of the fact that sounds can only be generated or heard at the positions of “avatars” representing the users. The priority-driven beam tracing algorithm performs a best-first search of a cell adjacency graph, and thus enables new termination criteria with which all early reflection paths can be found very efficiently. The bidirectional beam tracing algorithm combines sets of beams traced from pairs of avatar locations to find reverberation paths between them while requiring significantly less computation than previous unidirectional algorithms. The amortized beam tracing algorithm computes beams emanating from box-shaped regions of space containing predicted avatar locations and re-uses those beams multiple times to compute reflections paths as each avatar moves inside the box. Cumulatively, these algorithms enable speedups of approximately two orders of magnitude over previous methods. They are incorporated into a time-critical multiprocessor system that allocates its computational resources dynamically in order to compute the highest priority reverberation paths between moving avatar locations in real-time with graceful degradation and adaptive refinement.
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1 Introduction

Distributed virtual environment (DVE) systems incorporate computer graphics, sound, and networking to simulate the experience of real-time interaction between multiple users represented by avatars in a shared three-dimensional virtual world. They allow a user to “explore” information and “interact” with other users in the context of a virtual environment by rendering images and sounds of the environment in real-time while the user “moves” through the 3D environment interactively. Example applications for DVE systems include collaborative design [4], distributed training [35], teleconferencing [29], and multi-player games [27].

A difficult challenge in implementing a DVE system is to render realistic sounds spatialized according to the virtual environment in real-time on every participating user’s computer. Sound waves originating at a source location travel through the environment along a multitude of reverberation paths, representing different sequences of reflections, transmissions, and diffractions. The different arrival times and amplitudes of sound waves traveling along these paths provide important auditory cues for localization of objects, separation of simultaneous speakers (i.e., the “cocktail party effect”), and sense of presence in a virtual environment [11].

The goal of our work is to build a DVE system in which multiple users can communicate with each other in a 3D virtual world with realistic spatialized sound. User generated sounds and avatar movements are transmitted via network messages to an audio server which spatializes sounds according to impulse responses encoding the reverberations computed for every pair of avatars (see Figure 1). The new research challenge is to develop geometric acoustic modeling algorithms to compute reverberation paths between every pair of avatar locations in real-time as they move through a 3D environment.

![Figure 1: Distributed virtual environment system.](image-url)
In this paper, we describe geometric beam tracing algorithms to compute reverberation paths between moving avatar locations at very high rates. The primary research contributions are embodied in the three methods we introduce for accelerating computation of reverberation paths: 1) priority-driven beam tracing, 2) bidirectional beam tracing, and 3) amortized beam tracing. We have integrated these methods into a time-critical computing framework to build a complete DVE system incorporating realistic imagery and spatialized sound for real-time communication between multiple networked users.

2 Previous Work

There has been decades of work in off-line acoustic modeling for applications such as concert hall design. Previous methods include path tracing [22], image source methods [1, 5], boundary element methods [26, 33], and beam tracing [8, 18]. Surveys of work in this area appear in [3, 21, 23]. In general, current off-line systems compute reverberation paths for a small set of pre-specified source and receiver locations, and they allow interactive evaluation only for precomputed results. Unfortunately, it is usually not possible to store precomputed impulse responses or reverberation paths over all possible avatar locations for use by a distributed virtual environment system, as the storage requirements of this approach would be prohibitive for all cases except very simple environments or very coarse samplings.

There have also been many advances over the last decade in distributed virtual environments systems supporting visual interactions between networked users in a shared 3D virtual environment (an early example is Reality Built for Two [4]). The most common examples include multi-player games (e.g., Quake [27]), military battlefield simulations (e.g., NPSNET [35]), and multi-user chat environments (e.g., Sony’s Community Place [29]). These programs display images in real-time with complex global illumination and textures to produce visually compelling immersive experiences.

On the other hand, there has been relatively little progress in real-time acoustic modeling. Current on-line systems generally consider only simple geometric arrangements and low-order specular reflections. For instance, the Acoustetron [13] computes only first- and second-order specular reflections for box-shaped virtual environments, while video games provide spatialized sound with ad hoc localization methods (e.g., pan effects), rather than with realistic acoustic modeling methods. Almost all DVE systems attenuate sound with distance, and many support user-specified “regions of influence” (e.g., ellipsoids) for each sound source [16]. However, to quote the 1995 National Research Council Report on Virtual Reality Scientific and Technological Challenges [12], “current technology is still unable to provide interactive systems with real-time rendering of acoustic environments with complex, realistic room reflections.”

The new algorithms presented in this paper are based on the beam tracing method described in [14]. To review, beams are traced from the position of each stationary sound source along paths of transmission and specular reflection via a depth-first traversal of an adjacency graph of polyhedral cells (see Figure 2). The algorithm starts in the cell containing the source with a beam representing the entire cell (labeled ‘D’). Then, it recursively traces convex pyramidal beams through intersected cell boundaries into adjacent cells, incrementally trimming the beams by convex polygons at traversed cell boundaries (u, o, p, t, and s), and mirroring the beams at reflecting cell boundaries (o and p). The recursion of each depth-first traversal is captured and stored in a beam tree, representing all the traced reverberation paths emanating from the source. Later, during an interactive session, the precomputed beam trees are used to generate reverberation paths to a moving receiver position. For every beam containing the receiver, a reverberation path is constructed by iterative intersection with the reflecting cell boundaries stored with the ancestors of the corresponding beam tree node (as shown in Figure 2).

The key idea in this previous method is that it is possible to use an off-line precomputation to construct a data structure (a beam tree) encoding potential reverberation paths from each static source location and use that precomputed data structure to compute reverberation paths to a moving receiver quickly for auralization. Since the off-line beam tracing algorithm takes up to 50 seconds for each new source location [14], this method is not directly applicable for computing reverberation paths in real-time between moving avatars in a distributed virtual environment. Other data structures proposed for interactive updates of global illumination solutions are best suited for handling changes to materials and geometry in primarily diffuse environments [6, 10], and they would generally not perform well for viewpoint changes in highly specular environments.

The focus of our new work is developing beam tracing algorithms that can be used to compute reverberation paths in real-time with update rates suitable for auralization in distributed virtual environment applications (up to 100Hz). Achieving this goal requires acceleration of current beam tracing methods by two or three orders of magnitude.

3 Overview of Approach

Our approach is to take advantage of the fact that DVE systems must only compute reverberation paths between avatar locations, and not between all points in 3D space. Since avatars are located at a discrete set of positions, and they tend to move along continuous paths, beam tracing algorithms for DVEs can utilize directed searches and temporal coherence to find reverberation paths very efficiently. In this paper, we propose the following three beam tracing algorithms that exploit these properties:

- **Priority-driven beam tracing** uses psychoacoustically motivated priorities and termination criteria to trace only beams that can represent the most significant reverberation paths from one avatar location to another.

- **Bidirectional beam tracing** combines two sets of beams traced from different avatar locations to find reverberation paths efficiently.

- **Amortized beam tracing** utilizes beams traced from a region of space to compute reverberation paths quickly for a sequence of nearby avatar locations.

The following three sections contain detailed descriptions of these new algorithms, while Sections 7 and 8 describe how they are integrated into our adaptive, real-time DVE system.

---

1 We extend the notion of an avatar to include anything that can be a source or receiver of sound.
4 Priority-Driven Beam Tracing

The first algorithm is motivated by priority-driven search methods. For a given avatar location, all reverberation paths are not equally important. Some paths are psychoacoustically very significant (e.g., direct paths to other avatars), while others follow complex sequences of reflections towards empty regions of space.

Our priority-driven beam tracing algorithm exploits knowledge of avatar locations to compute only the most significant reverberation paths efficiently. Specifically, the algorithm considers beams in best-first order, rather than depth-first order as in previous beam tracing algorithms (e.g., [14]). As beam trees are constructed, the leaf nodes are stored in a priority queue, and the highest priority node is iteratively popped for expansion at each step. The benefit of this approach is that the most significant beams are considered first, enabling methods based on adaptive refinement and dynamic termination criteria.

The first issue in implementing the priority-driven algorithm is to assign relative priorities to different beam tree nodes. Following accepted practice of the acoustics literature, we partition the reverberation paths represented by the beams into two categories: 1) early reflections, and 2) late reverberations. Early reflections are defined as the ones that arrive at the receiver within some short amount of time, \( T_e \), after the most direct sound, while late reverberations comprise the rest (\( 20\,\text{ms} \leq T_e \leq 80\,\text{ms} \) [3, 17]). Since localization in the human brain is most sensitive to the early reflections, and the late reverberations are characterized by many paths arriving from all directions after being multiply scattered by many surfaces, geometric acoustic modeling systems generally compute only early specular reflections, while late reverberations and diffractions are modeled with statistical approximations (see Figure 3). In our current system, we use this approach, assigning higher priorities to beam tree nodes representing shorter reflection paths.

The second issue is how to guide our priority-driven algorithm to find early specular reflection paths efficiently. Previous algorithms have traced beams in depth-first order up to some termination criteria based on the maximum number of reflections, maximum path length, and/or maximum attenuation. One problem with this approach is that it is impossible to select a priori a termination criterion that guarantees finding all early specular reflection paths. In general, the length of the longest early reflection path cannot be predetermined, since it depends on the length of the shortest one, which is not known until it is found.

Priority-ordered search helps us overcome this problem. We assign the priority, \( f(B) \), of each beam tree node, \( B \), to the length of the shortest path from the beam source to the last traversed cell boundary, \( g(B) \), plus the length of the shortest path from that cell boundary to the closest avatar location, \( h(B) \) (see Figure 4). Since \( f(B) \) underestimates the length of any path through \( B \) to an avatar, we can be assured that all early specular reflection paths are found if we terminate the traversal when the value of \( f(B) \) for all nodes remaining in the priority queue corresponds to an arrival time at least \( T_e \) later than the most direct path found to every avatar location.

Our implementation of this approach is closely related to the classical \( A^* \) algorithm from the artificial intelligence literature [15]. The difference is that the search for each avatar locations has multiple goals (i.e., the early reflection paths to all other avatar locations). Thus, we must remember the shortest path to each avatar when we find it, and we must remember for which avatars we have already considered all potential early reflection paths.

The primary advantage of the priority-driven beam tracing method is that it avoids geometric computations for many beams representing insignificant reverberation paths, and therefore it is able to compute the significant ones more rapidly. It can also be used to allocate resources dynamically in a real-time system (see Section 7). The disadvantage is that there is extra overhead in computing priorities and maintaining priority queues of beam tree nodes.

5 Bidirectional Beam Tracing

The second algorithm uses a bidirectional approach to combine beam trees traced independently from two different avatar locations to find reverberation paths between them.

The primary motivation for a bidirectional approach is that the computational complexity of beam tracing algorithms grows exponentially with increasing reflections. Consequently, tracing one set of beams up to \( k \) reflections usually takes far longer than tracing two sets of beams up to \( k/2 \) reflections.

A second motivation is that DVE systems must find reverberation paths between all pairs of avatars. In this situation, unidirectional approaches are inherently redundant, since beams must be traced fully from all except one avatar locations to insure that reverberation paths are found between all pairs. But then almost every reverberation path is traced twice, once in each direction. With a bidirectional approach, we can avoid this redundant work by combining beams traced from one avatar location with beams traced from another to find the same reverberation paths more efficiently.

Bidirectional path tracing approaches have been investigated for decades in ray tracing (e.g., [7, 24, 34]), radiosity (e.g., [20, 28]), and other fields (e.g., [9, 25]). Generally, for every ray found impinging upon a surface, a data structure associated with the surface is both updated and queried to compute the energy traveling forwards and backwards along the ray. The main challenge of the bidirectional approach is to find a data structure that efficiently and accurately represents the directional energy radiating from every surface of the environment. Previous data structures for bidirectional path tracing have mostly been based on storing discrete radiance samples (e.g., “illumination maps” [2] and “radiosity textures” [19]), and thus they suffer from aliasing artifacts. An important observation is that beam tree data structures [18] are an object-space...
representation of the directional energy radiating from each surface, and they are well-suited for implementing a bidirectional approach.

Our bidirectional beam tracing algorithm computes reverberation paths by combining beam trees traced independently from different avatar locations. The key contribution of our algorithm is the method we use for determining which beams, \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), traced independently from avatar locations, \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), combine to represent viable reverberation paths. We base our method on the following observations, which apply for common ray propagation models comprising specular reflections, diffuse reflections, transmissions, and diffractions over locally reacting surfaces.\(^2\)

- **Condition A**: There is a reverberation path if \( B_1 \) contains \( P_2 \) (see Figure 5a).

- **Condition B**: There are (usually an infinite number of) reverberation paths containing a diffuse reflection at surface \( S \) if both \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) intersect the same region of \( S \) (see Figure 5b).

- **Condition C**: There is a reverberation path containing a straight-line transmission through surface \( S \) if: 1) both \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) intersect the same region of \( S \), 2) \( B_1 \) intersects the virtual source of \( B_2 \), and 3) \( B_2 \) intersects the virtual source of \( B_1 \) (see Figure 5c).

- **Condition D**: There is a reverberation path containing a specular reflection at surface \( S \) if: 1) both \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) intersect the same region of \( S \), 2) \( B_1 \) intersects the mirrored virtual source of \( B_2 \), and 3) \( B_2 \) intersects the mirrored virtual source of \( B_1 \) (see Figure 5d).

- **Condition E**: There is a reverberation path containing a diffraction at an edge \( E \) if: 1) \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) both intersect the same region of \( E \) (see Figure 5e).

To accelerate determination of these conditions, we construct lists of beam tree nodes intersecting each cell and face of the spatial subdivision as the beams are traced. We traverse these lists to determine efficiently which pairs of beam tree nodes potentially combine to represent viable reverberation paths, avoiding consideration of all \( n(n-1)/2 \) pairwise combinations of traced beams. First, for each pair of beam tree nodes considered, we check to see if both nodes are either the root or a leaf of their respective beam trees. If not, the pair can be ignored, as it surely represents a reverberation path that will be found by another pair of nodes. Otherwise, we check the beams intersecting each cell containing an avatar to see if they satisfy Condition A. We check pairs of beams intersecting the same transmissive face to see if they satisfy Condition C. We check pairs of beams intersecting the same reflecting face to see if they satisfy Conditions D. Finally, we use the first node meeting one of these criteria to compute an underestimating distance heuristic to accelerate determination of these conditions, which apply for common ray propagation models comprising specular reflections, diffuse reflections, transmissions, and diffractions over locally reacting surfaces.\(^2\)

As compared to unidirectional beam tracing methods, the main advantage of our bidirectional algorithm is that paths with up to \( R \) reflections can be found by combining two beam trees representing up to \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) reflections, respectively, where \( R_1 + R_2 - 1 = R \). Since \( e^{R_1} + e^{R_2} \ll e^{R} \) for most \( e \), fewer beams must be traced. The main disadvantage is that extra bookkeeping and processing is required to combine beams from different beam trees.

\(^2\)So far, we have implemented the methods only for specular reflections.

---

**Figure 5**: Combining bidirectional beams.

### 6 Amortized Beam Tracing

The third algorithm accelerates computation of reflection paths between moving avatars by amortizing the cost of a single beam tracing computation over several receiver locations.

The paths taken by people as they move through a virtual environment generally exhibit a large amount of spatial and temporal coherence. People usually do not jump from point to point arbitrarily. Rather, they tend to move along continuous paths. User interfaces may even impose bounds on their speeds, rotations, and directions of movement. Moreover, a person’s two ears are nearby one another at fixed relative positions. By utilizing temporal coherence and spatial constraints we can model reverberation paths more efficiently for a sequence of receiver locations than for a set of unrelated locations. Specifically, we extend the notion of a beam tree to include **conservative beams** traced from a region of space, rather than just a point. Since these beams over-estimate the set of reverberation paths emanating from any point within the region, we can usually re-use them for a sequence of receiver locations inside the region to identify potential reverberation paths more rapidly than tracing beams from scratch for every avatar movement.

Our approach is motivated by algorithms originally proposed for conservative visibility determination (visibility is tracing 0th-order paths)\([30, 32]\). These algorithms do not solve the visibility problem exactly. Instead, they simply reduce the size of the polygon set to be processed by a later hidden-surface algorithm (e.g., z-buffer). In the same way, a conservative beam tree does not exactly represent the reflection paths for any point. Instead, it encodes a superset of the possible sequences of reflections and transmissions from all points within its source region. Thus, to find exact reflection paths from such a point to another point, we must only check a relatively small set of potential polygon sequences encoded in the beam tree to see which of them admits a “valid” reflection path. These relatively simple checks can be executed very quickly for each pair of avatar locations, while the much longer time required for beam tracing is...
amortized over multiple avatar movements.

Our amortized beam tracing algorithm is integrated with the priority-driven and bidirectional methods as shown in Figure 6. From top to bottom, we first use motion prediction to update a set of source regions that we expect to contain future avatar locations. Then, in the second step, we trace conservatively over-estimating polyhedral beams in priority order from each source region and store them in a conservative beam tree. Next, for every pair of source regions, we use our bidirectional methods to combine the conservative beam trees to form a set of polygon sequences, each of which describes how a ray traveling from one region to the other can potentially reflect off and/or transmit through an ordered list of polygons. Finally, for each time an avatar moves within one of the source regions, we generate exact reflection paths to every other avatar simply by processing the appropriate set of polygon sequences. This last step is the only one repeated for every avatar movement, and it is usually very fast.

As cell boundaries are traversed in the beam tracing algorithm, the halfspaces are updated incrementally by a gift-wrapping step, in which the plane bounding each halfspace is rotated around an extremal edge of the source box until it hits an extremal vertex of the cell boundary, as shown in Figure 7. Although this beam tracing method is slightly more over-estimating than previously described approximations (e.g., [32]), it is very fast, requiring constant time per cell boundary, and it provides a fairly tight over-estimate for the paths traced in typical virtual environments.

The key challenges in implementing this algorithm are: 1) selecting effective source regions, 2) efficiently tracing a set of tightly over-estimating beams emanating from a region of space, 3) forming polygon sequences by combining beams traced from two regions of space, and 4) checking polygon sequences quickly to see if they admit valid reflection paths for a specific pair of avatar locations.

First, to select effective source regions, we must balance competing goals. Each one should contain as many future avatar locations as possible so that its conservative beam tree can be re-used many times. However, they cannot be too large (e.g., a whole room). Otherwise, the beams traced from the region are “too over-estimating,” which not only slows down the beam tracing computation, but also puts undue processing burden on the subsequent steps. Our current method updates a source region associated with each avatar by predicting its motion with a second-degree polynomial curve and detecting collisions with obstacles in the environment. The source region is always an axis-aligned box with user-specified dimensions (“Box Size”). We are currently extending this method to adapt the size of each source region according to the locations of other avatars and the geometric complexity of the local environment.

Second, to trace beams from a box-shaped source region efficiently, we over-estimate the set of paths emanating from the source by a polytope comprising the intersection of at most six halfspaces, with two halfspaces bounded by planes parallel to each of the X, Y, and Z axes. Each of the three pairs of halfspaces form a wedge bounding the beam in one dimension, and the intersection of the three wedges forms a polytope over-estimating the potential reverberation paths from any point within the source region.

As cell boundaries are traversed in the beam tracing algorithm, the halfspaces are updated incrementally by a gift-wrapping step, in which the plane bounding each halfspace is rotated around an extremal edge of the source box until it hits an extremal vertex of the cell boundary, as shown in Figure 7. Although this beam tracing method is slightly more over-estimating than previously described approximations (e.g., [32]), it is very fast, requiring constant time per cell boundary, and it provides a fairly tight over-estimate for the paths traced in typical virtual environments.

Third, to form polygon sequences, we extend the bidirectional method described in Section 5 to combine beams whose sources are boxes rather than points and to construct polygon sequences rather than specific reverberation paths. In particular, for each pair of beam tree nodes meeting one of the conditions, A-E, listed in Section 5 (with beam sources extended to include axis-aligned boxes), we construct a polygon sequence by concatenating the ordered lists of reflections and transmissions at cell boundaries encoded in the ancestor nodes of the two beam trees, as shown in Figure 8. Every polygon sequence constructed in this way provides a recipe for how a ray potentially can travel from a point in one source region to a point in the other.

Finally, to find paths between a specific pair of avatar locations, $P_1$ and $P_2$, we simply check each polygon sequence, $S$, associated with the appropriate pair of source regions to see whether a ray traveling from $P_1$ traveling along the prescribed sequence of reflections and transmissions can possibly reach $P_2$. We first traverse the polygon sequence in backwards order to construct a stack of mirror images of $P_2$, where $P_2^i$ corresponds to the image resulting from mirroring $P_2$ over the last $i$ of the $n$ reflecting polygons in the sequence. Then, we construct the reverberation path by traversing the polygon sequence in forwards order, while iteratively checking
Figure 9: Multiprocessing system organization.

to see whether the ray starting from $P_1^n$ to $P_2^n$ intersects every polygon, $S_n$, in the sequence (see Figure 8). If so, we have found a valid reflection path from $P_1$ to $P_2$ along $S$ (shown as a green line in Figure 8). The length of the path is given by the distance from $P_1$ to $P_2$, and the attenuation of sound traveling along the path is given by the product of the attenuations at each polygon in the sequence. Otherwise, if a ray fails to intersect one of the polygons (e.g., the red line in Figure 8), the sequence is determined to be in the over-estimating portion of the conservative beams, and it is ignored.

One advantage of conservative beam tracing is that the cost of computing each beam can be amortized over all points within its source region. However, tracing beams from a larger region of space is generally more expensive. So, the sizes of source regions must be chosen carefully to maximize the effective speedups. Another advantage is that beam trees and polygon sequences can be constructed asynchronously (or even off-line), and then reflection paths can be found at very high rates. This feature is exploited in the multiprocessing system described in the next section.

### 7 Time-Critical Multiprocessing

Motivated by the principles of time-critical computing, we have developed an adaptive, real-time multiprocessing system that uses multiple asynchronously executing processes and allocates computational resources dynamically in order to perform the highest priority beam tracing computations in a timely manner. We expand the notion of priority-driven beam tracing to include multiple processors working together on the beam trees for all avatars at once. Rather than updating the beam tree for each avatar independently, the system computes beam tree nodes in global priority order, and thus the system can trade-off computational resources between different avatars dynamically. For instance, if many avatars enter the virtual environment, available resources for computing beam tree nodes for each avatar decreases, and the quality of computed reverberation paths degrades gracefully. Conversely, when avatars leave the environment or become stationary, the quality of spatialized sounds is adaptively refined. In the limit, if there is just one avatar in the environment, all available processors concurrently expand its beam tree nodes in priority order.

Our multiprocessor implementation executes as shown in Figure 9. Each data structure (oval) is stored as a pair of “front” and “back” buffers. Just as in computer graphics, the back buffer is used for updates, while other processes access the front buffer. Updates to all data structures are synchronized by mutual exclusion locks that allow multiple readers, but only a single writer. As a result, a high degree of concurrent processing is possible, as mutual exclusion is required for front buffers only when the buffers are swapped.

As every avatar moves through the environment, a motion prediction process determines when to swap an avatar’s beam trees (e.g., when it has moved significantly). When the beam trees are swapped, the new “back” beam tree is emptied and then prepared for expansion: a new source region is assigned and a root node is created and put on the priority queue. Asynchronously and continuously, multiple beam tracing processes work on expanding “back” beam tree nodes in global priority order. Each process iteratively pops a node from the priority queue, computes the children of the node, and pushes them onto the priority queue. Meanwhile, multiple bidirectional polygon sequence construction processes monitor the arrival of new beam trees in the front buffer of any avatar. When one arrives, the “front” and “back” buffers of the appropriate polygon sequences are swapped, and new “back” buffers of polygon sequences are updated from the new beam tree. Similarly, each time an avatar moves, or a new polygon sequence becomes available, path generation processes access the polygon sequences to form reverberation paths. Finally, source audio signals are spatialized via software convolution with binaural impulse responses computed for each avatar. The responses are derived by adding a pulse for each computed reverberation path, where the delay is determined by $L/C$, where $L$ is the length of the path, and $C$ is the speed of sound, and the amplitude is set to $1/2(1 + \cos \theta)A/L$, where $\theta$ is the angle of arrival of the pulse with respect to the normal vector pointing out of the ear, and $A$ is the product of all the frequency-independent reflectivity and transmission coefficients for each of the reflecting and transmitting surfaces along the corresponding reverberation path.

The nicest feature of this implementation is that it provides a framework in which each component of the system can “do the best it can” without slowing down the other components. In particular, the path generation processes continue to compute reverberation paths even when an avatar moves out of its beam tree’s source region. This feature provides “extrapolation” of reverberation paths from nearby points and is critical to providing a seamless auditory experience when the beam tracing processes become overloaded.

### 8 Experimental Results

We have implemented the algorithms described in the preceding sections in C++ and integrated them into a DVE system supporting communication between multiple users in a virtual world with spatialized sound. Our current implementation supports specular reflections and transmissions in 3D polygonal environments, and it runs on PCs and SGIs connected by a 100Mb/s TCP network.

The system uses a client-server design. Each client provides an immersive audio/visual interface to the shared virtual environment from the perspective of one avatar. As the avatar “moves” through the environment, possibly under interactive user control, images and sounds representing the virtual environment from the avatar’s simulated viewpoint are updated on the client computer in real-time. Communication between remote users on different clients is possible via network connections to the server(s). Any client can send messages to the server(s) describing updates to the environment (e.g., position and orientation of avatars) and the sounds occurring in the environment (e.g., voices associated with
avatars). When a server receives these messages, it processes them to determine which updates are relevant to which clients, it spatializes the sounds for all avatars with the beam tracing algorithms described in the preceding sections, and it sends appropriate messages with updates and spatialized audio streams back to the clients so that they may update their audio/visual displays.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our new beam tracing methods in the context of this system, we executed a series of experiments with a single server spatializing sounds on an SGI Onyx2 with four 195MHz R10000 processors. In each experiment, we used different beam tracing algorithms to compute specular reflection paths from a source point (labeled ‘A’) to each of the three receiver points labeled ‘B,’ ‘C,’ and ‘D’ in the 3D model shown in Figure 10.

8.1 Priority-Driven Beam Tracing Results

We tested the relative benefits and costs of priority-driven beam tracing by running a series of tests using the following three different beam tracing algorithms based on different search methods for traversing the cell adjacency graph and different termination criteria:

- **DF-R**: Depth-first search up to a user-specified maximum number of reflections.
- **DF-L**: Depth-first search up to a user-specified maximum path length.
- **P**: Priority-driven search (our algorithm).

In each set of tests, we computed all early specular reflection paths ($T_c = 20$ms) from a source point (labeled ‘A’) to one of three receiver points (labeled ‘B,’ ‘C,’ and ‘D’) in the 3D model shown in Figure 10. The depth-first search algorithms, DF-R and DF-L, were aided by oracles in these tests, as the termination criteria were chosen manually to match the exact maximum number of reflections, R, and the maximum path length, L, respectively, of known early reflection paths, which were predetermined in earlier tests. In contrast, the priority-driven algorithm, P, was given no hints, and it used only the dynamic termination criteria described in Section 4.

The bar chart in Figure 11 shows the wall-clock times (in seconds) required to find all early specular reflection paths for each combination of the three receiver points and the three beam tracing algorithms. Although all three algorithms find exactly the same set of early reflection paths from the source to each receiver, the computation times for the priority-driven approach (the blue bars) were between 2.6 and 4.3 times less than the next best. The reason is that the priority-driven algorithm considers beams representing earliest paths first and terminates according to a metric utilizing knowledge of the receiver location, and thus it avoids computing most of the useless beams that travel long distances from the source and/or stray far from the receiver location.

The relative value of the priority-driven approach depends on the geometric properties of the environment. For instance, all early reflection paths to the receiver point ‘B,’ which was placed in the same room as the source, required less than or equal to 3 specular reflections, and the longest path was only 623 inches. These relatively tight termination criteria were able to bound the complexities of the depth-first search algorithms, so the speedup of the priority-driven algorithm is only around 2.6x over the next best. In contrast, for receiver point ‘D,’ some early reflection paths required up to 7 specular reflections, and the longest early reflection path was 1046 inches. In this case, the priority-driven algorithm is far more efficient (speedup is 4.3x) as it directs the beam tracing search towards the receiver point almost immediately, rather than computing beams extending radially in all directions.

The benefits of directed search are shown visually in Figure 12, which contains two images of 10,000 beams (pink) traced in a 2D map of Boston from a source point (square) to two different receiver locations (circles). In this case, the distance heuristic directs beams towards each receiver location enabling it to find complex reflection paths (blue).

8.2 Bidirectional Beam Tracing Results

To test the relative benefits and costs of the bidirectional beam tracing algorithm described in Section 5, we ran a series of tests with comparable unidirectional and bidirectional beam tracing implementations on an SGI workstation with a 195MHz R10000 processor.

In each set of tests, we computed all specular reflection paths from a source point (labeled ‘A’) to one of three receiver points...
We studied the trade-offs of the amortized beam tracing approach described in Section 6 by running a set of tests in which conservative beams were traced from source regions with varying sizes to find specular reflection paths between a source point (labeled ‘A’) and one of the three receiver points (labeled ‘B,’ ‘C,’ and ‘D’). In the 3D model shown in Figure 10.

Figure 13: Visualization of beams traced to find specular reflection paths between points P1 and P2 with (a) unidirectional and (b) bidirectional methods. The beams emanating from location P1 are shown in pink, while the ones from P2 are shown in cyan. The blue lines represent specular reflection paths.

8.3 Amortized Beam Tracing Results

The results of this experiment show the trade-offs of the bidirectional approach very clearly. First, comparing the “Beam Times” in Table 1, we see that the bidirectional algorithm spends significantly less time tracing beams than the unidirectional algorithm. This is because it constructs beam trees with less depth, thereby avoiding the worst part of the exponential growth. A visualization of this effect appears in Figure 13, which shows a comparison of 2D beams traced (a) unidirectionally and (b) bidirectionally to find the same reflection paths (shown in blue). Note how many more beams are traced in the unidirectional case. Second, comparing the “Path Times,” we see that the bidirectional algorithm spends significantly more time generating reverberation paths. This is because it must perform intersection tests for each pair of beams reflecting off the same surface. Overall, the bidirectional beam tracing algorithm is significantly faster than the unidirectional algorithm, with speedups ranging from 4.8x to 6.2x for 8 specular reflections in these experiments.

Table 1: Bidirectional beam tracing statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Beam Time</th>
<th>Path Time</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this experiment show the trade-offs of the bidirectional approach very clearly. First, comparing the “Beam Times” in Table 1, we see that the bidirectional algorithm spends significantly less time tracing beams than the unidirectional algorithm. This is because it constructs beam trees with less depth, thereby avoiding the worst part of the exponential growth. A visualization of this effect appears in Figure 13, which shows a comparison of 2D beams traced (a) unidirectionally and (b) bidirectionally to find the same reflection paths (shown in blue). Note how many more beams are traced in the unidirectional case. Second, comparing the “Path Times,” we see that the bidirectional algorithm spends significantly more time generating reverberation paths. This is because it must perform intersection tests for each pair of beams reflecting off the same surface. Overall, the bidirectional beam tracing algorithm is significantly faster than the unidirectional algorithm, with speedups ranging from 4.8x to 6.2x for 8 specular reflections in these experiments.

Table 2 shows times (in seconds) measured during each test. The first column (“P”) lists the receiver point, and the second (“Box Size”) indicates the source box width in inches. The next four columns show the times required for beam tracing (“Beam Time”), polygon sequence construction (“Seq Time”), and path generation (“Path Time”), respectively. The column labeled “Amort Time” represents the average wall-clock time required for the amortized algorithm to compute all 5th-order specular reflection paths from the source to the receiver at even intervals separated by 1/2 inch, while the last column (labeled “Speedup”) lists the speedup of the amortized beam tracing algorithm as compared to the bidirectional algorithm described in the previous section (i.e., “Box Size” = 0).

Table 2: Summary of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Beam Time</th>
<th>Path Time</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Amortized beam tracing statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Size</th>
<th>Beam Time</th>
<th>Seq Time</th>
<th>Path Time</th>
<th>Amort Time</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>4.691</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>2.593</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>2.787</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>4.116</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>2.264</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1.214</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.594</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

more beams must be traced (see Figure 14). Accordingly, more polygon sequences are constructed, and they all must be processed for each path generation step. We must be careful not to choose source regions that are so big that the resulting beam tree and the list of polygon sequences are grossly over-approximating.

The benefits of conservative beam tracing are reaped by amortization as the beam trees and polygon sequences are re-used for more and more nearby avatar locations as the source regions grow. The result of this trade-off between extra processing versus amortization is shown in the right-most column of the table (labeled “Speedup”). In this experiment, we see that the competing factors are balanced most advantageously when the box sizes have width around 16 inches. In this case, the conservative beams do not over-estimate exact ones by too much, and thus they require only 2.1x more time to compute, while the benefits of amortization can be realized over 16 distinct avatar locations separated by 1/2 inch as the avatar walks from the center of the box, resulting in an effective 7x speedup.

Figure 14: Beams traced for up to 2 reflections from source regions of different sizes centered at point ‘A.’

8.4 Time-Critical Multiprocessing Results

We studied the time-critical multiprocessing aspects of our system by running tests with multiple avatars moving simultaneously through a virtual environment (shown in Figure 15) while logging statistics regarding the system’s performance. During these tests, each of four avatars moved autonomously along a path which caused it to pass very close to other avatars sometimes, and to wander alone at others.

Figure 15: Visualization of adaptive real-time beam tracing (circles represent number of beam tree nodes).

Figure 16 contains a plot indicating the number of nodes in each of four avatars’ beam trees during a test executing on an SGI Onyx2 workstation with 4 195 MHz R10000 processors. Each of the four curves represents a single avatar, and the vertical position of the curve at every time step indicates the amount of computation the system is expending updating the beam tree for the avatar. Figure 15 shows the status of the simulation at (a) T=65 and (b) T=95. For visualization purposes, the radius of the circle around each avatar in these images matches the corresponding height in the plot.

Figure 16: Plot of number of nodes in the beam tree for each avatar showing adaptive real-time beam tracing.

The plot clearly shows the adaptive and time-critical natures of our multiprocessing system. In some situations, such as the one occurring at T=65, two avatars are in close proximity, while the others are off by themselves. Accordingly, the system allocates most of its resources to computing beam trees for those two avatars (blue and purple) as they interact (i.e., the blue and purple lines are relatively high). At other times in the simulation, different avatars are interacting and the system adapts dynamically. Yet, the total number of beams traced for all avatars (i.e., the sum of the heights for all lines in the plot) remains approximately constant across all time steps. This feature reflects the time-critical nature of our real-time algorithm.

9 System Limitations

Our system is a research prototype, and it has several limitations. First, the 3D model must comprise only planar polygons because we do not model the transformations for beams as they reflect off curved surfaces. Nor do we trace beams along paths of refraction, diffraction, or diffuse reflection, which are very important acoustical effects. However, we think that the conservative beam tracing approach may be an appropriate framework for extending our system to handle these situations.
Second, our methods are only practical for coarse 3D models without highly faceted surfaces, such as the ones often found in acoustic modeling simulations. The difficulty is that beams get fragmented by cell boundaries as they are traced through a cell adjacency graph. For this reason, we are not optimistic that our implementation can be easily adapted to model light transport for photorealistic image synthesis. However, the algorithms probably can be applied effectively in other application areas concerned with simulation of wave phenomena (e.g., radio frequency propagation).

Third, the major occluding and reflecting surfaces of the virtual environment must be static through the entire execution. If any acoustically significant polygon were to move, the cell adjacency graph would have to be updated incrementally.

Finally, our implementation does not include sophisticated models for acoustical reflectance distribution functions or for directionality of audio sources and receivers. For instance, we currently represent the reflectance of each surface with an angle-independent and frequency-independent absorption coefficient. However, since we compute reverberation paths explicitly, adding these auralizations features is relatively straightforward.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described three beam tracing algorithms well-suited for geometric acoustic modeling in a distributed virtual environment system. These algorithms offer two important advantages over previous approaches: 1) they are much faster, and 2) they support real-time computing.

To summarize the speedup results, the priority-driven algorithm accelerates searches for early reflection paths by 2.6x - 4.3x; the bidirectional approach runs 4.8x - 6.2x faster than a comparable unidirectional algorithm; and, amortized beam tracing achieves speedups of 7.2x - 7.5x. Moreover, our multiprocessing system achieves nearly linear speedups for up to at least four processors. Overall, the speedup achieved combining all these algorithms is approximately two orders of magnitude over previous beam tracing systems.

Our adaptive multiprocessing system utilizes these new beam tracing algorithms to support many features essential for a real-time system, including time-critical updates, graceful degradation, and adaptive refinement. Moreover, the system performs asynchronous beam tracing computations, while reverberation paths are generated, and even extrapolated, at very high update rates. Overall, our system is able to match the accuracy of many previous off-line acoustic modeling systems while executing in real-time.
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